editor’s note

SPRING IS WHEN WE SEE THE FIRST BUTTERFLIES OF THE SEASON EMERGE. You see them hop scotching their way across muddy parking lots, prematurely wearing open toe high heels. Or creating a knee-high wave of muddy water in their wake as they tear across puddles on their bikes. They’re the ones slowing down at garden centres, looking for a sign, any sign, listing hours of operation. And you literally bump into them at the home show whenever they stop suddenly and without any warning at an exhibitor’s booth.

In a way, we’re all butterflies, even those of us who live for winter activities. But come the first day when it’s still light as we arrive home from work, we’re ready to hang up our skates and exchange the snowboards for wakeboards.

Spring really is a season of light, and of lightness. The additional daylight raises our spirits and makes us feel lighter within. We dress in fabrics that aren’t as heavy, in lighter shades and foreign carib meat foasts for lighter fare, to shed that winter weight.

Spring is when we see the first butterflies of the season emerge. You see them hop scotching their way across muddy parking lots, prematurely wearing open toe high heels. Or creating a knee-high wave of muddy water in their wake as they tear across puddles on their bikes. They’re the ones slowing down at garden centres, looking for a sign, any sign, listing hours of operation. And you literally bump into them at the home show whenever they stop suddenly and without any warning at an exhibitor’s booth.

In a way, we’re all butterflies, even those of us who live for winter activities. But come the first day when it’s still light as we arrive home from work, we’re ready to hang up our skates and exchange the snowboards for wakeboards.

Spring really is a season of light, and of lightness. The additional daylight raises our spirits and makes us feel lighter within. We dress in fabrics that aren’t as heavy, in lighter shades and foreign carib meat foasts for lighter fare, to shed that winter weight.

So while the first of January may be the official start of a new year, spring signals a fresh start. Now’s the time when we redecorate in an effort to revitalize our surroundings to reflect that sense of renewal we feel.

You’ll find that rejuvenation embodied in both homes featured in this issue. Carol Morgan discarded all the furniture and heavy wood trim cluttering her Glebe home, creating a canvas for art and sculptural furniture in a gossamer light atmosphere. And Meredith and Harriet Staples sold their Kanata home and launched the next stage of their lives with a home that’s worthy of a theatrical stage. I expect they feel a sense of renewal as they spend their first spring in new surroundings. I wish them a joyous, fresh start.

And if you’re looking for items to freshen up the look of your home, check out our selection in this issue’s Style Picks. The colours alone will make you take a deep breath. If you’re really ambitious (or just feel like dreaming), visit the Ottawa Home & Garden Show and let your imagination take flight. And why not? We’re all butterflies, so let’s soar to new heights.

Diane Sawchuk, Managing Editor
diane.sawchuk@ourhomes.ca
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THE LÉPINE LIFESTYLE

1. NO MAINTENANCE FEES, NO PROPERTY TAXES, NO MORTGAGE FEES, NO COMPARISON
2. SIX QUALITY APPLIANCES, INCLUDING IN-SUITE WASHER AND DRYER
3. STAFFED FITNESS CENTRE, SALTWATER POOL, MEMBERSHIP INCLUDED IN YOUR LEASE
4. TERRACES AND GARDENS WITH PATIO FURNITURE AND BARBECUES
5. CLIMATE CONTROLLED UNDERGROUND PARKING AND STORAGE LOCKERS
6. 24-HOUR FRONT DESK SECURITY AND MONITORED CCTV

MORE THAN APARTMENTS, IT’S A BETTER WAY OF LIVING
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